
FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS
Eye Level Play Math places the foundation for 
elementary mathematics by exposing students to 
early concepts and actively engaging their hands and 
minds to playful interactive applications.

HIGHLY INTERACTIVE
The specially designed program includes interactive, 
three-dimensional, brightly colored mathematic 
booklets. The children are able to further their 
creativity and develop motor skill through the use of 
fairy tales and gradual hand activities.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Your child is introduced to concepts and ideas, prior to 
focusing on the numbers themselves. This helps 
develop the child’s ability to think logically and, 
therefore, mathematically.

Your Eye Level Center

myeyelevel.com



A STORY ABOUT A TEACHER 
WHO CHANGED HIS PERSPECTIVE
A man was appreciating the artwork at the Smithsonian 
Museum in Washington, D.C. As he approached each 
painting, he would kneel down and look up at it. 
A curious visitor asked him why he was looking at the 
paintings from his knees. He replied, “I am an 
elementary school teacher and I will bring my students 
here tomorrow. I was wondering how my students 
would enjoy the paintings from a student’s eye level.” 

EYE LEVEL
PLAYMATH
Eye Level Play Math is a specially designed program that 
introduces mathematical concepts through experiential 
learning. 

PLAYMATH
CURRICULUM
Overview

•Logical mathematical thinking
•Sense of quantity
•Basics of learning numbers

Materials
•60 highly interactive booklets
•Finger games
•Manipulation techniques

Play Math enables your child to
•Compare the length of items
•Sort objects in groups
•Recognize simple shapes
•Comprehend spatial awareness and area
•Measure, add, and subtract basic numbers
•Learn patterns and matching
•Count basic numbers
•Learn the math conservation principle

•Sorting and Classifying
•Recognizing Shapes
•Comparing
•Acquiring Spatial Sense
•Ordering
•Recognizing Patterns

•Sorting and Classifying
•Matching
•Counting one to ten

•Learn numbers from 1 to 10
•Conservation of quantity

CONNECT QUANTITY 
TO NUMBER

FOSTER SENSE OF QUANTITY

EXPERIENCE MATHEMATICAL 
CONCEPTS


